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Volume XIII

College Choir
Concert Is a
Big Success
Angel and Whitlemore Are Guest
Artists of the
Evening
H. S. GLEE CLUB APPRECIATED
The College Choir presented its
first annual concert on the evening
of February 16. in the college auditorium. An evening of delightful vocal
numbers was enjoyed by all who attended.
The two artists of the evening were
Wilson Angel, bass, of Winston-Salem. N. C, winner of the AtwaterKent audition contest in 1932, and
Joseph Whittemore, acclaimed by
many as the leading tenor of Virginia.
Both artists displayed remarkable
talent and interpretation in the musical numbers which they rendered.
The College Choir with the aid of
the Hampden-Sydney Glee Club gave
many delightful numbers which added to the success of the evenings
program.
The choir has given several very
interesting programs this year, but
this one was decidedly the most outstanding and one that will long be
remembered by the students and the
faculty. We are sure that this program could not have been a success
without the untiring efforts of the
director, Mr. Strick.
Mr. Angel kindly consented to entertain the student body again in
chapel Friday morning by singing
several lovely selections. His program
consisted of "Der bist die Duh" by
Schubert. "Goin' Home" by Anton
Dvorak. "Without a Song" by Vincent Younan. Mr. Angel's program
was enjoyed so much that he was
Continued on last page

Mardi Gras Will
Be Interesting
On the night of February 28. the
S. T. C. gymnasium will be the scene
of one of the loveliest occasions of
the year—the Mardi Gras to be sponsored by Pi Gamma Mu. The room
will be decorated with brilliant colors
and soft lights. At eight o'clock
strains of music from a well-known
orchestra will begin to fall on the
listening ear. Young ladies, dressed
in brilliant costumes and fine young
men will then begin to glide over the
ballroom floor.
At nine o'clock the queen, who has
been chosen by the student body, but
whose name will remain a secret until this time, will appear, with the
king of her own choice, and upon her
head a lovely crown will be placed.
With the king and queen will come
4 princes and 4 princesses. Everyone who has read of the lovely Spanish courts of old will feel that they
are in the presence of one of the most
lovely ever pictured in literature.
After the coronation, the king and
queen and attendants will lead the
figure of the ball. After the ballroom
dancing will be enjoyed until eleven
o'clock by everyone.
Somewhere in the room worthy
Continued on last page

DEBATE CLUB TO
HOLD MEETING
There will be an important meeting of the Debate Club on Thursday
night to make definite plans for a reception to be held on the following
Wednesday evening. Each week, as
debaters from other schools come to
compete with S. T. C. speakers, a reception will be held for the contestants.

We Teach To Teach
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Education and
the Larger Life
(By Dr. Francis B. S-mkinsI
Attendance at college costs the student a great deal. It involves financial sacrifices by parents or guardians
and more important, the sacrifice of
several of the most significant years
in the life of the student. It has its
troubles even for the most casual
individual in the most inefficient college. The minimum requirements of
going to college involve a somewhat
inconvenient readjustment of habits
and the answering of bells and the
hearing of lectures and recitations
from hard benches. It therefore follows that every individual student
who has any regard for his personal
welfare should be able to justify his
or her attendance at college. If he
cannot do this, he is throwing away
a vital pait of his life at much expense and inconvenience.
Laying aside possible criticisms of
what our colleges offer the student,
let us consider the causes of why
some students are not able to justify
college careers.
Laziness and lack
of intellectual ability are the most
obvious explanations. But the truly
lazy usually either fall by the wayside before they reach the college
stage or lack sufficient enterprise to
continue the education they have received in the secondary school; the
re tlessness and weariness of the deficient college student can scarcely be
called laziness. The student of a low
grade of native intelligence whom
our secondary school certify for college entrance present simple problems to the college authorities and
can usually be dropped from the
rolls before they have become sufficiently identified with the college community to give it tone and color. Indeed the failure of the student to
live up to the requirements of the
college cannot be explained in such
simple terms as laziness and mental
deficiency. The explanation hinges
around a paradox preculiar to American social and educational life: the
desire of many students to absorb
the atmosphere of academic surroundings without liking the taste of
the academic substance. These students run after the gowns, the badges
the banners, the letters, the credits
(Continued on page 2)

Home Economics
Seniors in Richin'd
The Senior oHme Economic Class
which is composed of four members.
Helen Cover, Frances Radcliffe, Gazelle Ware, and Lillian Woodley
went to Richmond last Wednesday.
They were accompanied by Miss Jeter
and Miss Camper. The purpose of
the trip to visti Sauer's, Kinghan's
and the markets.
They left from in front of the Rotunda at nine fifteen. Their faces
were all smiles at the thoughts of the
trip. At eleven-fifteen they were getting out of the car to enter Sauer's.
An employee of the firm took them
through the entire plant. They saw
the vanilla bean in the natural state
on through the bottled vanilla. After
spending an hour seeing extracts
manufactured, the party, then went
to Kingan's.
Just their luck, they got there during lunch hour. The time soon slipped
away and they found themselves being ushered through the plant. Here
two hours were very profitably spent.
What! tluee o'clock had rolled
around and no lunch. The next place
of interest to the group was Ewarta
Cafeteria. After lunch, they were
anxious to look around in the stores.
As there was a little time for this
purpose everyone had a few minutes
to express her desires for the shape
of her Easter bonnet and the color of
her dress.

Junior Class to
Presents Its Play
'Patches' Feb. 24
Mystery Still Surrounds This Promising: Production Scheduled
Friday Night
"Patches." the much talked-of
Junior production will be given February 24. Friday night of this week,
at 8 o'clock. Mystery surrounds the
whole production. The Juniors walk
around with such knowing airs that
we believe they must have something
;ood in store for us.
All cf the Junior talent is being
used to make 'Patches'' the best production of the year. Much new talent
has been discovered which, of course,
adds to the Juniors' hopes for perfection. They even insinuate that
we'll be missing a great deal if we
stay away!
The production is under the direction of Mary Shelton and Margaret Eley with Miss Potts as thenable adviser.
The following girls will take part
in this "mystery production": Mary
Shelton and her group composed of:
Honey Hamilton, Dot Prescott. Mary
Howard. Frances Graham, Nannie
Gilbert Betsy Wilkinson, Louise McNulty, Alice Rowell. Grace Rowell,
Helen Shawen. Mildred Gwaltney,
and Margaret Eley and her group
composed of: Nedra Bair. Dot Wingfield. Louise Van Lear, Helen Westmoreland. Virginia Lanier. Ida mason Miller, Mary Diehl. Nancy Harrison, Alma Foster, Elmer Foster.
Gloria Mann. Maiy B. Nelson, and
Margaret Morgan.
Many attractive songs, under the
direction of Mary McCarn, will be
lung by: Margaret Murray, Mary McCarn, Sue Yeaman, Barbara Kester.
Edna Hatcher, Jeanallen Bowles,
Martha Scott Watkins. Joyce Sturm,
and Dot Woolwine.
With such a cast there can be no
doubt that the Juniors will score a
succesj long to be remembered at S.
T. C. With achoes of approval of
'Betty Lou", the Junior musical
comedy hit of last year, resounding
in their eais to steer them on to bigger and better things, we feel sure
that no matter how high our expectations may soar, "Patches" will offer no disappointments.
z

THE "VIRGINIAN"
NEARS COMPLETION
The annual is going to be bigger
and better this year than it has ever
been before: so much so that one
cannot afford to miss buying one.
Among the startling features of the
Virginian is the special section reserved for the seven most beautiful
girls in school. Everyone is anxious
to tee which gu-ls have been chosen
by the famous artist Russell Patterson, nother big difference that will be
found in the new annual is the
unique design which will lend added
attractiveness to its appearance.
The annual is now well underway.
The "dummy" goes out on February
29, so each girl should save her four
dol'ars in order to get it as soon as
it is delivered.

SOI* HO MORES SELL FLAGS
The Sophomoie Class sold miniature flags today in memory of George
Washington. The money derived from
the sales will be donated to the Student Building fund on Founder's Day.
The student body welcomes
the return of Miss Barlow.

Hikers Give Fine
Lecture at Sing
Edith and Dyrius Cook., the adventuring pair from the artist colony
of Woodstock. N. Y.. who have been
donkeyintj through seven states, presented an interesting movie lectureentertainment at Sing on Saturday
night.
Mrs. Cooke. with a lantern slide,
.showed pictures taken on their pedestrian trip. During the lecture, Mr.
Cooke said:
"When Mrs. Cooke and I planned
this trip we assumed we might reach
the coast at Charleston in March and
take a boat to New York. Or we
might turn west from some southern
point and end the trip in late spring
in southern Indiana, my native section. But it never entered our heads
that we would turn back the first of
the year and retrace our steps. However we feel that both the successes
and the failures of the trip thus far
dmand this decision.
"Donkeying includes lecturing. Who
but a simp would lead a heavily-laden donkey across seven states and
answer queries piece-meal and without benefit of hall and paid admissions? Already we have bagged many
engagements.
Mrs. Cooke and I feel we have
merely scratched the surface of the
southern territory. We hope to embark upon a second pilgrimmage next
winter when we will re-visit
the
scuth. Mrs. Cook's interest in arts and
crafts Li also lesponsible for our proposed return.
"On our trip this winter, some
folks have rated us as down-andOUtem fleeing adversity and offered
us bed and board before they discovered their error. One man offered us
"a job or money" and stood by his
offer long enough to secure us a
talking engagement.
Our donkeying engagement is not
ended. It has merely entered upon a
new phase. Our Ace Jackie, will carry one of us northw ard. A second
mount, preferably a 700 pound mule,
will carry the other and our baggage. We expect to reach home May
1, or thereabouts. Already we itch to
set out."

Founders Day Plans
Are Now Under Way
Founder's Day at S. T. C. is always
anticipated with much pleasure. This
year, on March 11, the Pounder's Day
progl am will take place in the auditorium as it has formerly been done
in previous years.
On the morning of that day a recital of natural dacing and tap dancing under the supervision of Mrs.
Fitzpatrick will be presented, the
music being furnished by the college
orchestra.
It has always been the custom of
different organizations to present
their gifts to the school through
amusing stunts or skits. It has been
decided this year that representatives
dressed to typify the organization
which they represent will present to
Dr. Jarman gifts from their respective organizations.
Many visitors, including alumnae
of former years, will return for this
illustrious day of our S. T. C. calendar. It has always been a tradition
of S. T. C. to treat all visitors as
guests and this tradition is carried
out in particular on Founder's Day.
The beautiful campus of S. T. C.
dotted with groups of girls in dainty
white is a very impressive sight.
White is always the predominating
color on March 11th being worn by
every student as well as many of the
faculty members.
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Farmville Defeats
I larrisonburg
Friday Night
Both Teams Play a Swift. Well Organized Game.—Pass work
is a Feature
FINAL SCORE IS 46 TO 25
In «i fast moving and excellently
played basketball game here Friday
night, February 17. Farmville defeated Harrisonburg 46-25.
•Onward Farmville" started off the
cheering of the most exciting game
witnessed at S. T. C. for several years.
Following this the many spectators
showed much pep and enthu.iasm in
their yelling.
Although Harisonburg was successful in making the first goal. Farmville soon ran up a score not to be
threatened throughout the game.
The teamwork of Faimville was
something to be proud of. Every girl
played her best with grim detennination to win. Harrisonburg showed
skill in swift and accurate passing
and shooting which was well
matched by our team.
The winning of this all-important
game shows faithful practice and cooperation on the part of the squad.
Miss Her is to be commended for her
untiring efforts In the training of our
team.
The hearty support of the student
body, faculty, and friends urged our
players on to victory.
Farmville
Hairisonburg
Parker
RF
Pellman
Hurt
LF
L,arrid
Gregory
c
Neblett
Potts
SC
Counter
Gunter
RG
Burch
Snedegar
LX3
Coyner

Sophomores Hold
Their Flection
The Sophomore Class at the regular Tuesday night meeting elected
Mirtha Cross as the historian of the
graduating elan of '33. Martha, who
is a popular member of her class, is
well Qualified for this honor. At the
annual State Teachers conference,
held in Richmond during Thanksgiving holidays lie was guest speaker, talking on 'The Educational Significance of Geographical Learning
Situations in the Primary Grades."
While in high school Martha was renowned for debating and her outstanding work on the publication
.'taff.
Equally outstanding in her work at
John Mai shall High School was
Frances Dorin, and it is Dorin whom
the Sophomores have elected to be
glftorlan. She contributed short stories, essays, and poems to "The Record" 01 well as being active on the
1
;tli !!• r leadership was unexcelled
in her work as vice-president of the
Senior Class. She took the leading
role m the Sophomore production
Friend of the Family" in which her
sparkling personality was at its best.
'I he Sophomores feel that there
could be no mistake in these two

selections,

STl DENTS HOLD CHAPEL
WEDNESDA Y MORNING
The student day program this
DUN nlDC in Chapel brought back to
our minds ihe glory which surrounded George Washington, whose birthday the entire nation celebrated today. After opening the program by
singing "My Country Tis of Thee,"
Miss Empty Rawls conducted the
religious service. Then the first grade
at the Training School entertained
ii in SOUKS and marching.
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plausible reason and through some
in shape that can't be helped. But
OUld like to suggest that we
i v our respec' ive t * achers
and not be marked down

THE ROTUNDA

AI-<
. like to say a word
arnlng to those who have ex-

: -either through
or gross neglect—have
I to band them in.
We think that "a bint to the wise
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THE WASHINGTON8 OF
TOD A Y
It is indeed fitting on the birthday
of BO noted a man as Washington, to
di cuss 'he high standard- and characteristics of the Senior Class We
feel sure thai In no group of Its size
will the .same qualities of the Father
of Our Country be found. The loyalty, connive i>c: severance and ambition of the Seniors have indeed, won
recognition m the warmest spots of
our hearts. The part which warms
and saddens US is that they like
Washington, must leave those who
love and are loved by them.
"Lives of greal nun all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And in parting, leave behind us.
Footprints on the sands of time."

"CUTTING" (LASSES
Alice Moore Evelyn Knaub, Martha Cross, Jenilee Knight, Frances
RadcliffC, Dorothy Davis. Kathryn

Roy iter," etc . etc., ad mfinitum,
■■will please report to Miss diary's
office after dinner." Confusion reigned While each and every girl discussed thi' why. what and wherefore of
Mary's action.
i
subject for discussion, it seemed, was the i ul hie. s way in winch we
have, or ba
eloped lately of
"Cutting" classes. To our profound
horror, we discover that some of us
have been ■ cutting" jus; for the
pleai ure of cuttin i ai d thai some of
kva a many as twenty "cuts".
Now is the time when
college
school spun »hould run highest At
S. T. C. in fact, n is the one thing

we must bav» to com ince our
selves thai Classes are really worthwhile and Interest!]
We want to BUg| est that e\ery one
Of Ul take Mi.-xs Mary's gentle reminder ami advice, and attend class
n rularly and promptly.
Sometimes, WS admit, It la not the
fault ot our fellow-students, often
we come to cla^s late lor some very

remember—don't "cut'

OPEN FORUM
It is an undeniable fact that if
those students having a B averaee
exampt from exams — they
w; uld lose much of great value. Exams are not given to make students
the midnight oil in cramming.
but with the idea in mind, of having
thi m review. Those student* who are
fortunate enough to have a B aver.
e have not acquired all the learning to warrant them to be exempt.
By studying for the finals they are
enabled to "brush up" and gather in
those seemingly non-essentials and
minor things which fill in the gapTake one spoke out of a wheel and—
what have you? An exam is in reality a review. If you can prove in a
blue book that you know the subject,
then well and goad for you—then you
have convinced two people—the professor and yourself. Check up on
yourself. You're the one that's got
to bring in the bread and the butter
can you? The foundation is half
the building. Is it shifting? See for
yourself. Take the exams!
A Sophomore

CAN YOU TAKE IT?
A week-end at Farmville without
snow.
Mary Hood—getting A on teaching.
Nubby—ceasing to rave about "My

Tommy."
Dot Legare—will probably need
si earn heat at the Fancy Dress Ball
ih s week-end.
Jennie Hurt—in love.
The "government" in bed by midnight.
Alice BlakeiLship—asking a sensible question.
Virginia Guy—roller skating.
Elizabeth Vassal—with
bobbed
hair.
Belle Lovelace—making so much
time with a c.itain Kappa Sig.
S. T. C. without a meditation hour.
Three of our sophomores turning
?, Burkeville filling station into a
night club.
Laeta Barham—doing something
she's never done before.
Judith Taylor—getting a warning.
Catherine Walton—making B.
Mary Conway—actually getting off
campus.
Frances Dorin—sweet nineteen and
never been kissed
Kitty McLemore and Libby Mason
■aching school.
Christine Childrey — Sprouting
wings.
Margaret
McCue—believing in
"Fairies."
Wye Scott—rating three Kappa
Big pms.
Iola Mclntyre— not being on campus this year.
Barney BSHMS—not giving finger-

»aves.

Fannie Bosworth—a librarian.
lurena Bland—missing a date with
Ed.
Dot Davis—not imitating Betty
Hoop.
Tony Jones—not seeing John this
week-end.
Mildred Lipscomb—having such a
handsome brother.
Kilty Lee Young—not liking "My
BuddyMary and Margaret Gilmer now in
Line for promotion (sister just mari'.
Dot Waynick—two-timing.
Martha Cross—remaining at school
e Eddie goes home.
Dot Justts not singing.
comes at the dawn,
brilliant, scarlet daybreak—
Making life a joyous awakening!

A

U>ve
the golden sunset,
The lading of beauty and illusions
Ing life an empty darkness—
M. E. C.

J. Beverly Farrar. son of Mrs.
SouthaU Farrar (Kate Vaughan) of
ville has won the first prize of
si00 ;n the Farm Life Challenge Contest at Cornell University. His subject was: "Resolved. That Any Deficit
in ih> State and Federal Budgets Be
Made Up By a Comprehensive Sales
Tax "
• • •
e Motley is president of
be Henrico County Teachers Associ.it ion. A meeting was held on Feb. 18
in the Y. W. C. A. in Richmond.
•

•

a

Tom Stokley. son of Mrs. H. E.
Barrow «Madeline Mapp> of FarmMile has recently returned from Nicaraugua where he has been for the
two years with the Marines.
• * •
The Febtuary meting of the Boydton Parent-Teacher Association was
h Id in the past week. Mi's. Carrie
Goode Bugg was on the program giving an interesting talk on "Our
Country's Contribution to the New
Course of Study." Miss Inda Miller.
is also teaching in Boydton.
« * •
Mis. Mary Hudson Wright is in
Washington this winter working on
her master's degree.
« • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Bledsoe of
Baltimore, Maryland announced at a
dinner party <;iven on the night of
February 4 the engagement of their
daughter. Virginia Livingston, to
Page Goffigen. Virginia Bledsoe was
a 1932 graduate of Farmville.
• • •
Virginia Fox. a former S. T C. student, was injured in an automobile
accident near Petersburg on her way
to Duke University. She is recovering at her home in Richmond.

day with our friend Mr. Angel. It is
needless to say that she had the envy
of every girl in school as they dined
with Professor Strick, and then attended the concert where Angel gave
voice to many charming melodies
Oh yes, charms to charm the charming. It is exceedingly needful that the
boy from "Cuckoo" watch his step.
When underneath the silver stars
at night
I chance to be with you—my fond
delight
Enchanting eyes of nature's ecstacy,
The silver stars look down on you
and me.
Yours till next week,
"The Dope Fiend"

EDUCATION AND
THE LARGER LIFE

THE TRYST
All alone on a starlit night
I dream of my lover true.
Do you dream and yearn when the
moon is bright
As I dream and yearn for you?
The Hunter, the Bull, and Casseopea,
Great constellations of yore
Shine as ever still in heaven
To guard as we dream evermore.

Vega, Deneb, and Antares,
Old stars, in years gone by
Heard lovers of old repeat their pleas
and the diplomas without much con- And lift their hearts to the sky.
cern as to whether or not they
achieve the reality of which these The stars, the planets, and satellites
things are supposed only to be the Keep watch as in years before—
symbols. They bring an immense And our spirits meet as our tryst we
pressure to bear upon the harrassed
keep
college teacher or official to give them When we kiss by the garden door.
these things, not realizing that when
A. R. B.
they are given without being earned
a double fraud has been committed
LONGING
—a fraud against him who gives and
him who takes. Only too often the
college student wins his three "cred- I'm sick of college
its" for a course more by blandish- And its ethical knowledge.
ments and simulated interest than I long to be out and free
by appreciative understanding and I long to go where soft winds call;
Where mountains of Gaul loom
honest effort.
mighty and tall;—
Why is it that students who are
To sail the restless sea.
neither lazy nor mentally deficient
manifest such a flippant, if not surly,
It's not. just the walls, but people
attitude toward those things which
I'm tired of—
are supposed to be the center of acaPeople just like me.
demic efforts? They say that this or
Who eat. who sleep, who moan and
that subject is not "practical;" or
whine
they say that it is "academic", using Because of the sameness they see
this word as a damning synonym for O why do we talk? Why do we groan?
that which does not have concrete Why do we do nothing more?
MONKEY HU SIN ESS
and immediate values and results. Why not capture the bird of our
dreams.
If you chance to read this column. The student knows that he can drive
his automobile, get the admiration of And ride to happiness' door!
As I advise you not to do;
the nearest and prettiest flappers, be
Please don't get too much excited.
L. M. G.
a politician or real estate dealer, and
If I've got the dope on you.
do a thousand and one other practiFor the benefit of those who want
cal things, without knowing whether Thoughtsto know what is going on in the "rec".
81am is in Asia or Africa, or whether Come to me
and elsewhere, and to lessen the
a medieval cathedral i a church or As I move
danger of some inquisitive soul from
a chair. He is shrewd enough to know Along the dusky street
falling over the railing in the Rothat in the give and take of the In the twilight—
tunda, a little exposition from a remarket-place it is more useful to My head upturned
liable source may serve to place cerTo the stars
tain desired information in their know who the Marx Brothers and the As I walk—
Schubert Brothers are than who was
hands. When you little dream of it,
Karl Marx or Franz Schubert. He Thinking of people.
publicity may hit you like a bolt from
feels that he can live a competent Why don't we see
the blue.
life
in his immediate environment Above the awnings
After careful diagnosis of certain
without
troubling himself with an On the street?
cases; a minister, a handful of rice,
acquaintance
with the unfamiliar We never lift our heads.
and a train to Niagara are recomfields
into
which
academic mfluences We see only the
mended for the following:
try
to
throw
him.
He does not ex- Oh! so obvious thingsNancy Harrison and Sam Mcperience
the
need
of
the subject-mat- Why not
Laughlin - -What manner of love is
I'um our faces
ter discussed in the classroom.
this?
Upward
In opposition to these practical in"Honey" Hamilton and Bob Kinclinations
of the student the college And dream—
oaird—-It lookes serious, anyway.
Just a little?
There are others who will undoubt- presents its idea of culture. The col- Forgetting
edly soon come under this class, but lege attempts to lift the student out
Eveiydoy's affairs—
whoever you are, don't forget to pay of his surroundings in order that he Building atr castles
may appreciate the larger environthe preacher.
Which may never come true—
Winston Ccbb and Howard Cobbs ment of other times and ages. The But why not?
don't seem to be exactly "That-a- schools regard this as their mission
R. H.
way" about each other, but affairs since it is felt that the teaching of
like their date Saturday night are elementary common sense and intelligence can be more adequately acANGER
encugh to keep Buck Ale worried.
quired
in the University of Hard
Keeping the other girls away from
Ed" Pool for two nights in succes- Knocks than in the University of Out of the calm, clear, peaceful skies
sion, certainly is a victory for Frances Liberal ArU. At least such an inter- A bolt of lightning flashes,
pretation of educational aims is the I shink and cringe and close my eyes;
Potts.
Dot Eubank's "steady" failed to only justification of a curriculum The king of thunder dashes.
I how up Sunday night, and Dot was loaded with courses in foreign langleft on the railing. Frances Crawford uages, history, social science and na- Across the heavens, with mighty rage
and Paul Kincaid were back at the tural science. Unless the student is He speeds on steeds of steel—
old game again. That is a good way impressed with the need of the larger A cruel, destructive war he rages—
environment which these subjects The earth before him yields.
to lose your H S. C. men, Dot.
Everyone realizes that Dorothy are supposed to give, the efforts of
Snedegar employs an excess of fam- the teacher, be he an Aristotle or Pe- Out of my serene heart there rises
A feeling of hate and ire;
inistic skill in keeping the blindfold ter Abelard, will be in vain.
The pale victim recognizes
Of
course
it
should
not
be
forgoton such aggressive swains as ChapThe
passions set on fire.
ten
that
the
college
education
cannot
pell. Hayd-n, Ale. Jones and Crawsupply
the
needs
of
all.
It
is
quite
ford. Everybody knows that Crawford has got it bad, and although possible to be a good farmer without I stalk about, storming curses
Chappel seems to occupy the silver knowing Latin, a good storekeeper On the subject of my wraththrone at present, who knows what without knowing medieval history, a Thinking nothing of the mercies
cunning schemes that pretty head good wife or husband without know- Which the victim humbly asks.
may hold. Dot, you certainly have ing the difference between the ethics
the world in a jug, and the stop- of Zeno and Epicurus and a good Yes, I often sit and wonder
per in your hand with such a crowd Christian without understanding the Why the skies such anger show.
history of the church. There are Yet, I am not any kinder
as that to choose from.
We, the student body of S. T. C. many wise and competent people who Though the storms should make me
so.
V. T.
extend our most hearty congratula- have not been within the walls of a
tions to Miss Ellen Mason. Never be- college. The college education is not
STORM
f( re has "Red" Woodworth been un- the whole of education; it is merely a
formal
supplement
to
those
valuable
duly infatuated by anything beautiful, other than horses, and scenery. and practical experiences which every Clouds hang dark overhead
If Lottie Dixon is tactful enough, I normal person acquues whether or Like Ulyssian monsters—
Allen Barnwell may become interest- ! not he ever goes to college. It is time Naked wintry trees
ed, but he was once described by an that college deans and press agents Roar and sway like diagons
expert as very elusive. A little more stop making irrelevant claims for col- While cattle, lowing, tear homeward.
lege education; asserting, for ex- Sheep huddled close together—
encouragement may be useful
!
Music hath charms. Then what ample, that going to college has been Field mice scuttle to their homes.
hath the music of an Angel? Even . the principal cause of the financial And all their world is filled with
dread—
more charm Christine Childrey was, success of certain business men. It is
indeed a "Phantom of Delight" as time that public opinion, in various The storm thunders on—
A. R. B.
she strolled about the campus ThursContinued on page three
Continued from page one
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ZETA TAU BANQUET
HELD AT LONGWOOD

FEATURING EYES
AND FOREHEADS

I.

WHERE TO?

To Blacksburjr—
Mary Easley Hill, Nancy Burgwyn.
Prances Dorin. Nancy Parker, Martha
Sanders.
• • •
To Roanoke
Emily Meadows, Charlotte Young,
Prances Graham, Elizabeth
Huse.
Virginia Mores, Hazel Smith.
• • •
To Norfolk
La eta Barham. Mary Hood. Doris
Long. Elizabeth Rawlings.
• • •
To South Boston—
Margaret Perkins, Sarah Elam.
• • •
To Blackstone—
Rebecca Cousins. Mary Burgess
Fraser, Elizabeth Fitzgerald.
• • •
To Charlottcsville—
Anne Pritchard.
• • •
To Crewe—
Lois Bradshaw, Leah Jane Shaw.
• • •
To Petersburg—
Dorothy Prescott, Virginia Hamilton. Nancy Harrison. Winifred Pugh.
• • •
To Washington, D. C—
Elmer Foster.
• • •
To Lexington—
Frances Dillon. Anne Thomas. Elizabeth Whitehead.
• • •
To Richmond—
Katherine Young, Margaret Wodard. Katheryn Waters, Lucille Tiller.
Ruth Showalter. Dorothy Leonard,
Belle Lovelace, Sue Hume, Louise
Hartness Sara Goodwin, Elizabeth
Field. Mary Alice Farrell. Helen Conquest, Louise Bullock. Margaret Bell,
Esie Stables. Pauline Woodhouse,
Martha Cross.
• • •
To Martinsvillc—
Edna Hatcher, Nell Weaver, Barbara Kester.
• • •
To Lynchburg—
Ruth Ford, Dorothy Legare, Elizabeth Steptoe, Celia Jones, Janet Harris .Betsy Wilkinson, Virginia Thornhill, Helen Rose Cunningham.
• • •
To SUunton—
Margaret McCue, Iris Deane Hart,
Edith Dudley.
• • •
To Buckingham C. H.—
Tac Waters, Martha Nottingham.
• • •
To Ashland—
Margaret Gathright.

i By Helena Rubenstein)
I have noticed that the tight little
hats and berets affected by young
girls revealing all of the forehead and
ft least one eye. reveal also a tendency to lined foreheads and tired
looking eyes.
This is all wrong for girls at any
age. While I don't want to make
you eye and forehead conscious, I do
want to impre-s upon you the importance of keeping that lovely upper part of your face as lovely as Nature intended it to be.
First, form the habit of keping the
brows smooth and serene. Frowning
doesn't help a bit in solving a geometry problem or conquering a chapter
in French. And avoid eye strain. If
you need glasses wear them. They
are carefully fitted now, just as hats
are. to suit the face—and they're not
a detriment to good looks by any
means,. Use a good eye lotion night
and morning and rest your eyes as
often as you can.
Before retiring, give special attention to your forehead and area
about your eyes. Cleansing the skin
with a good cream is the first step.
Then, using the fingers of both the
hands, begin at the center of the
forehead, smooth on a youthifying
tissue cream to coax away the impending lines. On the frown lines, use
a fetatle rotary movement, then a
firm, lifting movement with palms
of hands from eyebrow to hair line.
The cream may be left on all night
about the eyes and on the forehead.
Nothing adds such softness and
beauty to what might otherwise be
ordinary" features as lovely brows
and lashes. The eyebrows can be
trained to a thin, glistening line, not
by tweezing, but simply through a
regular daily use of a tiny brush
moistened with a little eyelash cream.
Biut:h the lashes upward, using a little of the same cream—it darkens
and at the same t.me promotes the
growth.
If you use eye makeup, be very
subtle with it. Don't use it as a rule
lor daytime. But for evening, used
rightly, eye makeup can be a decided
asset. A little shadow on the upper
lias makes the eyes seem larger, softer, more expressive. In fact, the more
romantic evening gowns lose half
their glamour if the eyes are not
shadowy and mysterious.

LITTLE THOUGHTS FOR
TOD A Y
"He who every morning plans the
transactions of the day carries a
thread that will guide him through
the labyrinth of the most busy life.
But where no plan is laid, all things
lie in choas."—Victor Hugo.

"Art is one of the high adventures
of the human soul."
"Those things which are excellent
have been produced by the master
minds of mankind."
•Pain is the great teacher of mankind. Beneath its breath souls develop-—Marie Ebner-Eschenburch.

-Friendship is a plant of slow
growth, take care to cultivate it
well."

EACO

Zeta Tau Sorority held its annual
banquet celebrating Founder's Day
on Saturday evening, February 18 at
| Program FEB. 23 1 MARCH 1
Longwood. The pledges, Miss Mix.
i
and MM Bedford vena the guests of
honor. The tables \\<-w attractively
Thins. A FrL, Feb. 23 & U
decorated in the color scheme of the
•rity. orchid and silver.
The
MARIAN MXON-STUART ERWIN
enterpiece
was
a
lovely
silver
basket
in
of oichil sweet peas, and the place.
cards were "mini drop" bouquets in
II re's a picture for lovers and orchid and silver.
dreamers. Your heart will brim with
fhe alumnae present were: Miss
liter and tenderness at this mev- Harriet Branch, New York City: Miss
ry remar.c ■ of a billboard artist and Virginia Bledsoe, Baltimore. Md.;
bis dream girl. You'll love it.
Miss Ellen Earle Jones. Sperryville;
Also I'itls-Todd Comedy, "Alum and Misses Virginia Cox. lfreda Collins.
Eve"
Alberta Collins, and Mable Hays.
Norfolk; Miss Margaret Finch. Chase
Saturday, February 25
City: MiSB Martha von Schilling,
Hampton; Miss Mary Kathryn Taylor, State Farm: Mi.ss Hannah Craw(You liked him in "Second Hand
ley, Cumberland; M
Grace VirWife")
GLORIA STUART & LILLIAN BOND ginia Woodhouse. and Charlotte
Hutchins, Portsmouth; Miss Ann
Rice and Mrs. W. E. Smith, FarmThrills that will tingle every nerve' ville.
in your body. Drama that will hit
your heart like a pledge hammer. Romance thai will plumb the depths of
your emotions. A picture surcharged
with such dynamic action and plot
ODORLESS CLEANING
as to make you term it the outstanding movie entertainment of the year.
Sponsored by
Also Flip the Frog Cartoon and Fox
Latest News
THE ROTUNDA

THEATRE

Spencer Tracy

THE Y. W. C. A. TO
PRESENT SPEAKER

"FACE IN THE SKY"

Y. W C. A. of the college is
bringing to our campus Mr. Raymond
Currier from February 23 to 26. Mr.
Currier it a very interesting speaker
and is very much in demand as one
at young peoples' conferences and as
a leader of discussion groups. He was
one of the principal lecturers at the
Blue Ridge conference last summer.
Everyone is urged to hear Mr. Currier as man ytimes as possible.
A
schedule cf his lectures is as follows:
Thursday night—Prayers, 6:35 p.
m.
Discussion group in lounge after
prayers.
Friday morning—chapel.
Discussion group in lounge at 4 p
m. (Tea).
Friday night—Prayers, 6:35 p. m.
Saturday morning—chapel.
Next Monday and Tuesday
Sunday—morning watch. 8: iO a. m.
February 27 and 2S

EDUCATION AND THE
LARGER LIFE
(Continued- from page 2)
communities, stop compelling young
people to enter college in hopes of acquiring a long list of practical skills
and experiences which perhaps can
better be acquired elsewhere. There
should be a clear understanding of
what the college is and especially of
what it is not. After this has been
understood, and the sympathy of the
prospective student acquired, this
question should be aske dhim. Would
the attainment of higher education fit in with your environmental
needs and opportunities? If it does
not. happiness will result for the
difficulties of what practical people
call the overeducated are greater
than those of the uneducated.
A per?on who is attempting to acquire a college education will be helped and encouraged by a statement of
what are the benefits to be drived by
the broadening of vision which the
study of history, literature, foreign
languages and the natural sciences
should give. Such studies bring to us
second-handed it is true, the experience of other places and times. Regardless of whether or not we as individuals are contemptuous of the socalled impractical or cultural subjects, the emphasis of the modern
age on higher education has created
a situation which no one can ignore.
It has created a large and important
class who do appreciate ideas and
concepts larger than those of their
own parish and demand the same
of others. Higher education, moreover, makes possible intelligent action in the wider environment which
the complexities of the modern world
are forcing on an ever-growing number of people - situations before
which the persons who have been educated only in teims of their own
village are helpless. Education opens
to both the rich and the poor the
rich realm of the intellect; whereas
the uneducated can only appreciate
the material. It stimulates the imagination so as to make possible revolutionary ideas and
discoveries.
Columbus. Luther and the makers of

Ralph Bellamy
"AIR MAIL"

Ernest Truex
STUDENT VOLUNTEER
CONFERENCE

i You'll wonder why he has not been
in pictures before)

Una Merkel

Student Volunteer Conference will
be held at Lynchburg College. February 23 to 26. The purpose of the
conference is to bring together stuAudiences in advance s howing in
dents who are especially interested
Hollywood cheered it. Hollywood Rein foreign missions. Our Y. W. C. A. porter says: "The answer to the movwill send delegates.
ie fan's prayer." Based on Broadway
stage hit that delighted New York
for months, and the picture exactly
follows the play in all details. It's a
SERVICE COMMITTEE
zippy, snappy, sparkling comedy that
will make you tell your friends not
The service committee has added
two new members Maiy Lee New- to miss it.
Also Silly Symphony Cartoon and
comb and Custis Carter. This comParamount News
mittee has been in charge of the
lunch room in the Training School
and has been helpei by a number of Next Wed., March 1
college girls. The clothing collected
has been distributed in the county to
aid the distress of the poor.

WHISTLING IN THE
DARK"

Constance Cummings
Robert Armstrong
James Gleason

our Constitution were practical men;
but their work would not have been
possible had they not also been educated. It is also very likely that the
contact with diversity which education gives creates a deeper understanding of the problems of one's immediate surrounding, especially when
unfamiliar difficulties arise.
LET GAMMA PSI
do your
ART WORK
PLACECARDS & POSTERS
Our Specialty

"THE BILLION
DOLLAR SCANDAL"
Two girls' lives ruined—homes
smashed—4 men will themselves—
lives shattered—3 people go to prison—thousands
involved!
Pulsepounding drama struck from a living
record. A great picture to be seen by
everyone.
Dally Matinees at 4 p. in. Evenings
at 8 o'clock.
Admission, Ad nits, 35c at nights
and 25c at matinees. Children under
12 y:ars of age, 15c to each show.

Weyanoke

Taylor Mfg. Co.

BEAUTY SALON
Contracting

Building

A Complete B-auty Service At
Moderate Prices

Phone No. 260
N. MAIN ST.

Jo

Poole

Campus Representative Will Take
Orders.

Electric Shoe Shop
Will Fix Your Shoes
While You Wait
BEST WORKMANSHIP
AND LEATHER USED
S. T. C. GIRLS

Go To Wade's
—For—
The best fountain drinks
The best sandwiches
The best lunch plates
The best home-made plies and cream
WADES
The Home of the Needs

C. E. Chappell
COMPANY
Stationery, Blank Books and
School Supplies
Clean, Cigarettes and Soda
MAIN STREET
Earmville, Virginia

lite Drug Co.
Established 1868
The COilfldenca of the Community
For Over Half a Century
FINEST TOILET REQUISITES
DRUGS AND STATIONERY

WEYANOKE HOTEL
Farmvillc Ya.

FARMVILLE

Mack's
' WE NEED YOUR HEAD
TO RUN OUR BUSINESS"
We use the Frederick Method
Hair Cutting and Thinning a
FARMVILLE.
REDUCED PRICES

Women-Misses
SHOES
FORMERLY UP TO $5.00
Pumps, Straps, Ties in Kid, Suede,
Patent Leathers and Combinations.
Blacks. Browns, Reptiles. Also Sport
Oxfords, all taken from our regular
stock.

Specialty

VIF

$0.95

BARBER AM) BEAUTY SHOP
323 Main Street

YOU WOULD LOVE TO HAVE
FOUR SHOES FIXED AT THE

CHOICE

Nut all sizes in all styles

Lovelace Shoe Shop
110 Third Street

J
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SOPHO MORE ROTUNDA
STAFF

u-

DOT SNEDEGAR

0

INTERCOLLEGIATE

■0

At *»a. uette University all students
living in fraternity houses have their
names, characteristics and peculiarities listed with the police.

r-itl chief
Esther Haskins
elate Bdil r
... Martha Cross
Board of Editors
Judith Taylor
Literary
Alice Blankenship
Athletic
Elizabeth Wheeler
World News
Ruth Haskfeu
Intercollegiate
Nell Ryan;
Social
Virginia Guy
Art
Frances Dorin j
ture
Lucille Tiller
Humorous
Dorothy Davis
Alumnae
Fanny Bosworth
\

SS?

More than $600,000 worth of scholarships, fellowships, prizes, and loans
are to be awarded by Columbia this
year. So many ideas originate there
that the school ought to be called.
Co'-umbia. the germ of the notion.
Several snakes at the London zoo
are regarding spectators with a glassy
stare. They lost their eyes in accidents of various kinds and the keepers fitted them with glass ones. The
onlv trouble is that every time the
snakes shed their skins the eyes pop
out and have to be fitted back again.

Reporters

Mary Conway, Anne Irving. Evelyn
Knaiib. Antoinette Jones
Mary Hood
Proof Reader
Nancy Burgwyn
This is not printed for its wit.
Assistant
Wyclin* Scott
Nor for poetic grace,
Managers
If you really want to know the truth, Circulation
Christine Child rey
it's just to fill up apace.
Assistant
Margaret McCue |
—Exchange

mm rx)R am

THE TIME BETWEEN

Lady: "I want to see some kid
gloves for my eight year old daughter,
All today I'll fill with laughter,
please."
Sunshine, happiness and song;
Polite Kid: "Yes, ma'am. White
Charming
people I will talk with.
kid?"
Natieh
but
joy thp whole day long.
Lady: "Sir!"
—Rammer Jammer
Then tonight I'll fill with romance.
Music soft my heart will stir:
Mary Hood: "Have you read "To Stars shall twinkle down in glory
a Field Mouse?"
Faintly lighting up the world
Virginia Guy: "No. how do you get
them to listen?"—Breeze.
That's the day and then the night
time
"Iceland." said Miss Moran, "Is
W 11 accounted for. you see?
about as large as Siam."
But the twilight time between them
"Iceland.'' wrote Belle Lovelace.
Is more difficult to fill.
• ,s about as large as teachci
Br eze.
That's the time when all is silent,
Quiet and reverent, still and dim.
Prankie: "Can you pass the bread, Only then my heart remembers—
please?"
I have not forgotten him.
Lena Mac: "I think so. I moved
furniture all last year"

SYMPATHY

Alice Harrison: "Where is Elizabeth Ranson?"
Katherine Wilburn: "In the infirmary."
Alice: "What's the matter with
her?"
Katherine: "Oh, a complication of
troubles. A composition too hard for
English a history test— a report to
give in geography."
A fire broke out in a deaf and
dumb asylum and one of the inmates
broke his thumb yelling fire.—Log.
Three is a crowd and there were
three,
He. the lamp, and lovely she,
Two is company, and no doubt,
That is why the lamp went out.
—Skipper.

I love the sounding of the gale
As it rushed wildly through the trees
For I fancy it echoes in its mournful wail
The turbulent thoughts of my heart
and brain
And a sympathy stionger than woman's mood
Binds me to the wind and the rain.
F. B. D.

In a recent debate at Wittenburg
College three brunettes debated with
three blondes. The question being,
which of the two types is the more
intelligent. The blondes won.
At Minnesota, when it was found
necessary
to move skeletons from one
Dot, as captain of this year's varlaboratory to another, the janitors
sity basketball team, led her team to decided which one of them was to
victory in a hard fought game have the job only after drawing lots.
against Harrisonburg Friday night.
The Bugle staff at V. P. I. has
spent many weary hours trying to
ANOTHER VICTORY
find a suitable location (with beautiful scenery> for taking the group picS. T. C. has its next conflict in
athletics Saturday, February 25. in tures. Perhaps this is wisest because
the gymnasium. At this time we will they could not depend on the smiling
countenances of the cadets to make
battle with William and Mary for
athletic honors in basketball. On Sat- the pages attractive.
urday. January 18. the Blue and
At a "depression" dance held reWhite scored a victory over Sweetcently
at Ohio State, co-eds wore
briar on the Sweet Briar court. Again
gingham
dresses which they had
r-n Friday. February 17. we made anmade
themselves.
other triumph—this time over Har.
risonburg. This visiting team was the
The annual Mardi Gras ball at the
second strongest in the state lastUniversity
of Mississippi is a gay afyear. These are the only basketball
fair
and
usually
no one sheds any
games we have played this season
tears
about
it.
and in both of them we have come
This year, however, some 30 stuout with flying colors. We attribute
dents
at the University wept copithis accomplishment to Miss Her who
ously
just
before the ball while their
hay spent countless hours coaching
our leam and to the players who have 30 "dates" sat impatiently waiting
in the women's dormitory.
proven their efficiency.
Some smart undergraduate exStudent body, stand back of your
ploded
a tear gas bomb in Hill Hall,
team and inspire them by your comen'd
dormitory,
just as the men
operation to gain another favorable
students
were
dressing
for the party.
score for the Blue and White of S.
T. C.

"SOFT LIGHTS AND
PLAY NIGHT FEATURES
SWEET MUSIC"
FRESHMAN ORCHESTRA

I hold you in my arms—
Graceful lady of the evening
Sweetly scented and languid.
How futile to try to keep you—
Ever eager is your eye.
Sweet are your lips as they murmur.
She: "I think that dancing makes a Don't leave m?!"—"Oh, hello," and
"I'll see you later.'
girl's feet too big. don't you?"
(I wonder what his name was!)
He: "Yeah."
-Dude
Pause.
She: "I think that swimming gives
a girl awfully large shoulders, don't MARDIGRAS
you?"
PROMISES EXCITEMENT
He: "Yeah."
Continued from page one
Pause.
He: "You must ride quite a lot."
-White Mule ladies and gentlemen may be found
who will award prizes to the person
Freshman
wearing the most original costum?.
the prettiest costume and cutest couSophomore
Senior College.
ple in costume on the floor. Be oriCulture
ginal, pretty or cute and at the end
of a perfect night you may receive
Learning
Lots of knowledge.
a just reward.
Everyone is invited to attend the
Phi Beta Kappa
Mardi Gras. An admission of ten
Much enjoyed
cents will be charged to defray the
Graduation
expenses. This entitles you to dance
the entire evening and to enjoy the
Unemployed. Ski-u-mah
music and ^weet mystery brought
"Well. son. what have you been forth by the wand of the beautiful
queen.
doing all afternoon?"
"Shoot in!1, crap. Ma."
PI Gamma Mu is sponsoring the
"That must stop. Those little things Mardi Oma as a purely social affair.
have as much right to live as you do." It is thea- desire to have this placed
—Exchange upon the annual calendar of the college and looked forward to because
JontJS is Just 50 per cent in every- of its beautiy and enjoyment. The
thing including his studies. He is cooperation of the student body of
half wit, half hack on football team. S. T. C. and the people of the town
usually half tight, and he may half will be appreciated.
to quit school.
A nice girl shouldn't hold a young
To be college bred means a four man's hand. A nice girl has to.
year loaf, requiring a great deal of
dough, as well as plenty of crust.—
Kitty McLemore: "Why is a debuReserved Red Cat
like a letter.'"
Tony Jones: "I dunno. Why?"
i call my girl Klnga because she's
K. M "Because she has received
something to adore Widow.
the stamp of public approval and is
readj for the mail."—v. P. I. Skipper.
"My Car was stolen last night."
"Get a look at the fellow?"
"Where you all gonf, niggah?"
"No, but I got his license number."
I'M being rushed by the Tri Kappa.''
The way to get across a stieet when
"Tri Kappa?"
the cars keep coining is to wait until
Yeah, niggah, K. K. K.
they come
like
this.
—V. P. I. Skipper

HOT CHA CHA!

Under the baton of Lucille Wilkerson the Freshman Orchestra played
for a dance which was given as a
regular Saturday play night in the

gymnasium.
A large number of students enjoyed dancing from 8 till 10 to the
lhythmn of the freshman "Syncopaters."
The newly formed orchestra of the
red and whites could well compete
with the "Green Jackets" in pep and
rhythm. 0, Sophomores, where is
your swing?

COLLEGE CHOIR CONCERT
IS A BIG SUCCESS

PAN HELLENIC TO
HAVE OPEN MEETING

colors and styles always at
Nancy B.: "I prefer blondes."
Prances D.: "Why is that?"
Nancy B.: "Ever since I've been a
,

i>

/£t4VIL±£ FLORIST VIRGINI*^
PHONES 181-273

t/EWELER
Gifts of Lasting Remembrance
317 Main Street
Farmville, Virginia

Kleanwell
CLEANERS AND TAILORS
Expert Cleaning, Repairing and
Remod ling of Ladies
Garments
Special prices for cleaning and
remodeling
Main Street, Opposite I'ostoffice
PHONE 198

SouthsideDruiiStore
Direct Eastman Kodak Agency
(Fresh films)
LET IS DEVELOP YOUR
FILMS
Filler Paper—7 cents each
3 for 20c

AND PRESSING

VERSER'S

Farmville, Virginia

G. F. Butcher & Co.

"DEXDALE"

h

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

"r

The Student Body extends
sympathy to Maud Rhodes in
her recent bereavement.

uiged to render "Shortnin* Bread"
by Jacques Walfe. and "Out of the
Dujk to You" by Dorothy Lee as Beautiful Silk Stockings are
encore. The thunderous applause of claim for style, wear and
the audience truly enforced the invitation extended by Dr. Jarman to "Silk-Sealed" thread is the
Mr. Angel to visit us again.
A complete assortment in

f

Formerly the Red Rose
"You know where tiz.'"

S. A, Leg us

UK MEMBER

cnild rve beea afraid

WILKERSON BROS.

Pan- Hellenic held its quarterly
open meeting Wednesday night, FebJust One Block From Campus
ruary 15 at 7 o'clock in the Student
Building Auditorium.
Kitty Waters, vice-president, presided in the absence of the president.
She cordially welcomed the new girls
and explained to them some of the
standards of the organization.
Mir. Staton Noel entertained the TAILORING
group with several musical selections,
after which Dr. Jarman made an inCLEANING
formal talk.

Continued from page one
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EXTRA ! !
All About the Extra
Good Things to Eat
an! drink at

The Convenient Store
all we FOR GOOD
finish.
THINGS TO
secret.
wanted

EAT AND DRINK

Gray's Drug Store
QUALITY—PRICE—SERVICE

,

Come in and Get Acquainted

NEW SPRING APPAREL

We Are Glad to Have You With Us!
Farmville, Virginia

ARRIVING DAILY
Just the kind of togs that college
girls like to wear. Their individuality is
what makes this store
"the style shop for ladies."

BALDWIN'S
QUALITY

ma • ami *»■«*

Shannon's
Is Headquarters for the Best
SANDWICHES
—and—
DRINKS
in
FARMVILLE!

